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“Laughter is the sun that drives winter from the human face.” Victor Hugo

A NOTE FROM SUE BREWSTER, 
CEO SWEET LOUISE 
We are in the final stages of compiling a very 
comprehensive information resource for all 
New Zealanders faced with the diagnosis of 
incurable secondary breast cancer. It has been 
a very lengthy process to put together ‘a guide 
to life with secondary breast cancer’ but during that time, once again, I 
have been inspired and amazed by some of the philosophies adopted 
by our Sweet Louise women and men. One of our Members is quoted 
as saying “Living with advanced cancer will be a different life, not a 
journey towards death” and it is exactly that spirit that keeps our Sweet 
Louise women and men living life to the full and making the most of every 
moment. The sad news is that our Membership just keeps on increasing 
– we are currently sitting at 380 Members, the highest number we have 
ever worked with at any one time. The good news is that we know we 
make a difference in their lives because our Members tell us so. “I felt 
there was plenty of assistance for people going through treatment and 
recovering from cancer, but once you were terminal it felt really lonely 
and isolating, also friends in your situation kept dying. So Sweet Louise 
was great in that it made me feel that it was worthwhile having a group 
- that we had some hope and value. That people remember the people 
who don’t recover. You hear stories all the time about people who had 
cancer and now are ok. Not much about us who aren’t going to get 
that lucky outcome. Thank you.” Today, I would like to thank you as a 
much valued supporter of Sweet Louise – thank you for remembering 
the people that aren’t ok. Thank you for your wonderful donations, your 
generosity that all contribute towards giving our women and men with 
advanced cancer ‘hope and value’.          _

A SPECIAL ‘THANK YOU’ TO OUR CHAMPION 
AND COMPANION DONORS
We warmly welcome and send a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to our Champion 
and Companion Donors for the very significant difference they are 
helping to make in the lives of New Zealand women and men with 
secondary breast cancer. Thank you to Champion Donors Adrian Burr 
and Peter Tatham, Sir Ralph and Lady Pam Norris, Andrew and Elle 
Grant, Pip Kempthorne, Clark and Marguerite Perkins, Dale Spencer, 
Scott Perkins, Tony and Frances Carter, Phillipa Muir and Kit Toogood, 
European Motor Distributors, and Brett Shepherd. We thank our 
Companion Donors Peter and Veronica Clark. _

‘SWEET LOUISE HAS OPENED SO 
MANY DOORS FOR ME ...’
Having the lawns mowed at her West Auckland home gives 

Gael “ ... such a lift. Keeping the garden neat and tidy is 

very important for us and the Green Acres man who comes 

is so polite and does an excellent job. My partner is unable 

to do these jobs now so it would be a real worry for us if we 

couldn’t have this done. It’s very humbling to think all of this 

is in place for us. I have secondary breast cancer which means there is no cure and 

I have a shortened life expectancy. These people have gone to so much trouble to 

make life much easier with all of these lovely opportunities. Sweet Louise has opened 

so many doors for me.“  _

‘THE SHARED UNDERSTANDING 
HELPS TO NORMALISE SOME OF 
THE JOURNEY... ‘
“When I was first diagnosed with primary breast cancer, I 

didn’t want any support,” said Anna, “but after receiving 

the news that I had secondary breast cancer, I realised I 

needed more help and so I joined Sweet Louise.” Anna 

appreciates the opportunities Sweet Louise provides to meet 

with other women in comfortable and informal ways. “It’s good to tell our stories. 

The shared understanding helps to ‘normalise’ some of the journey. All of the Sweet 

Louise Team are incredibly friendly and supportive towards everyone. The Meetings 

I’ve attended have been informative and fun. The most important factor for me is 

knowing Sweet Louise is there when I need it. I’m fortunate to be in good health 

despite my condition with good mobility so my needs may not be as great as others, 

but it’s reassuring to know that if things change the support is already there and I 

will be familiar with those involved. I’m recognising the importance of asking for help 

earlier, so joining was a positive step for me and I get to spend time with a bunch of 

wonderful women.” _

A WEDDING IN THE AUCKLAND HOSPITAL 
CHAPEL ...
There can be few celebrations more precious than a wedding and Sweet Louise 

was able to help Lisa on her special day in June. Lisa was married in the Auckland 

Hospital Chapel and Sweet Louise arranged for Service Providers Yem Braid 

(Hairplus) to help with a wig fitting and Loaf and Lucy’s Larder to provide the cakes 

and sweets. Previous Sweet Louise employee Sue Taylor kindly arranged and 

delivered the beautiful wedding bouquet and buttonholes. Yem felt privileged to be 

part of Lisa’s wedding preparations. “On the day I fitted the wig, Lisa was drowsy 

and tired but as soon as I placed the one she had chosen on her head and held 

up the mirror for her to see, she opened her eyes, brightened up and said the wig 

looked just like her normal hair. Being able to give her such confidence and joy on 

her wedding day was a real privilege for me and I think this is what Sweet Louise is 

all about – giving Members the opportunity to choose services that can really ‘make 

it happen’ for them.” _

Gael

Anna

A WORD FROM OUR CORNERSTONE PARTNER THE 
NEW ZEALAND BREAST CANCER FOUNDATION
I recently came across this wonderful anonymous quote 

which seemed to represent the essence of our work 

with Sweet Louise – why we do our work to support 

others and make a positive difference to peoples’ lives: 

“The most useful asset of a person is not the head full of 

knowledge , but the heart full of love, with ears open to listen and hands willing 

to help. “Inspirational words to for us all to remember in our everyday lives.

Kindest regards, 

Van Henderson, Chief Executive, The New Zealand Breast Cancer Foundation 



OUR MEMBERS LIVE LIFE IN THE’ FAST LANE’
It was ‘all systems go and don’t spare the horsepower’ for Sweet Louise Members and their families 

at Pukekohe in May. At the kind invitation of Graeme and Karen Moore from M3 Racing Ltd and 

their son Richard Moore, eleven Sweet Louise Members and their families experienced a 250km/

hour thrill they would never forget – a pedal to the metal hot-lap or two around the race track with 

V8 motor racer Richard. 

The day couldn’t have been better for a bit of a spin. Bright sunshine and a dry track made for some 

fantastic laps and age was certainly no barrier to having some super-charged fun. The need for 

speed was shared by the youngest 14-year olds right up to the 70+! Sweet Louise Members and 

family (some children had been taken out of school for the afternoon, not knowing the treat that 

awaited them!) donned fireproof racing suits and helmets (looking every bit the part of professional 

racing drivers), manoeuvred themselves into the co-driver’s seat and zoomed out onto the Pukekohe 

track. Richard and his Sweet Louise Co-Drivers could be heard – and briefly seen! - flashing by the 

pits in his Super-Tourer. In no time at all, the car would speed into the pit stop, eject a dazed and 

amazed passenger with a smile as big as the autumn sunshine, and then welcome another co-driver 

aboard for their turn around the track. “It was so exciting I buzzed for days after,” said Member 

Barbara. “Going down the straights at 250km/hour was an instant wrinkle-remover. It was thrilling 

and I came away on a total high! It wasn’t on my bucket list but I’ve ticked it off anyway.”

Our sincere thanks to Graeme, Karen and Richard Moore for making this exhilarating and unforgettable opportunity available for our Members and their families. _

HORSES HELP WITH THE CANCER JOURNEY 
Many of us have a fear of horses ... so it may be surprising to learn that they 
can be very gentle, intuitive animals and these qualities are being used in an 
innovative and effective therapeutic programme to help children and adults 
with emotional challenges ... 

Equine Assisted Counselling and 

Learning (EAC/EAL) is a specialised 

form of therapy using the natural 

environment and horses in non-riding 

therapeutic programmes. Conducted 

by trained Mental Health Therapists 

and Equine Specialists, the programme 

addresses issues relating to personal 

confidence and self esteem, communication and interpersonal effectiveness, boundaries and 

limit setting, trust, group cohesion and addictions. In April, five Sweet Louise Members joined 

Sinda Hall for a unique opportunity to experience the HEALing Arena (Human Equine Assisted 

Learning) programme run at the Totara Park Equestrian Centre in Manukau.  And the results? 

Well, ‘amazing’, ‘wonderful’  and ‘moving’ are words that spring to mind.  

The Healing Arena team currently work with clients referred by Youth Justice, Department 

of Education, CYFS and Victim Support and  are familiar with issues such as trauma, anger, 

grief and loss.  Member Barbara went along to satisfy her curiosity. “I hadn’t been on, or 

even close to, a horse for fifty years. I’d like to say I’m as hard as old boots - but I found the 

experience quite emotional – it was fantastic.”

The women entered the arena and were told to stand still and offer any encouragement as the 

horses would choose which individuals they wanted to be with. “It was a moving experience 

as the horses made their way across the arena and stood by their chosen one or two 

participants,” said Sinda. 

At one stage the women were talking in a group and the horses gathered around them in a 

protective way.  There was also an extraordinary moment when  the horse who had partnered 

himself with a Member on a walking frame, gently picked up her hand in his mouth and held 

it briefly. “My horse had her head hanging over my shoulder,” said one Member. “It was very 

emotional. The horse had totally accepted me and I didn’t have anything to do with that she 

just seemed to understand. They’re not trained to do this, no one was telling them to come up 

to us and there were no carrots involved either!”

It can be hard to talk to friends  and family about life with secondary breast cancer. Women 

often feel they cannot burden others with their concerns and fears so to be in the presence of 

such gentle and unconditional acceptance was an emotional experience. All were grateful 

for the opportunity to be with the horses.  “It was a very intense experience for all of us, the 

horses were gentle giants and for all participating it evoked powerful memories and thoughts.” 

Our thanks to Raewyn Shiels and her Team for organising this event for our Members. _

Sweet Louise is pleased to welcome new 

Auckland Support Coordinator Jana 

Harrison to the Team. Jana first heard about 

Sweet Louise in 2007 when she attended 

a presentation given by Senior Support 

Coordinator Sinda Hall. “I was so impressed 

by the work they were doing and never 

forgot what I’d heard, so when I saw the 

Support Coordinator position advertised, I was keen to apply.”

Jana is looking after Members on the North Shore and in Northland.  

A Registered Nurse and midwife, Jana worked with  BreastScreen 

Waitemata/Northland for six years prior to joining Sweet Louise.  She 

enjoys being involved with health organisations and services that are 

‘making a difference’ to people in the community and she can clearly 

see how the Sweet Louise services and support are improving the quality 

of life for women and men living with secondary breast cancer. _

Back row L to R: Tania, Phillip Matheson, Lachlan Matheson, 
Barbara McNaught;  front row L to R Tania’s daughter Nicola 
Joyce and Iona Matheson.

Jana Harrison

Jo Coutts for the fabulous Garden Party she hosted at her 

Palmerston North home which raised over $17,000. We would 

like to thank everyone for their generosity and support of this very 

successful event and a huge thank you again to Jo and Stefan 

Coutts for warmly opening their hearts and beautiful home and 

garden to Sweet Louise. 

We thank the following individuals and businesses for  their wonderful donations to Sweet Louise:



Sweet Louise is there to support 
not only women and men 
diagnosed with secondary 
breast cancer but also the loved 
ones with whom they share and 
celebrate their lives.  

Sweet Louise has identified a growing 

need to offer support to Members’ partners 

(male and female), husbands, and children, 

and extend this help to bereaved families 

after the Member has passed away. To 

date, two service extension plans for families have been trialled and adopted with positive effect.

 In 2012, Sweet Louise Support Coordinators began issuing discretionary vouchers (additional 

to the annual allocation) to families during a Member’s greatest time of need, often near the end 

of life. Recently, a Member wished to leave hospital and die in her own home with loved ones 

near. Her family had no car and the hospital was unable to accommodate her request so Sweet 

Louise paid for the ambulance ride from hospital to home. She passed away the following day 

surrounded by her family. 

Support for bereaved families is also being implemented this year. “The need for support does 

not end when a Member passes away,” says Sue Brewster. “Those left behind are struggling to 

cope with grief, devastating loss, and lives that keep moving forward. This can be particularly 

hard for children.” If a Member has vouchers remaining at the time of death, a Support 

Coordinator contacts the family and offers the vouchers for services that may be helpful during 

an exceptionally difficult time. A Palmerston North man with three boys aged 12, 7 and 4 used 

the vouchers to provide some baking for the children’s lunchboxes, and a Whangarei man with 

two young girls aged 1 and 3 had the house cleaned. The majority of partners and families are 

also contacted approximately 8 weeks after their loved one has passed away to identify if they 

need any further support or help as typically their own support networks start to fall away after 

this time period.

An Auckland Men’s Group was established 18 months ago. A joint initiative between Sweet 

Louise, dove house and Mercy Hospice, the group meets every two months at dove house to 

support men whose family members have a life-threatening illness (including illnesses other 

than cancer because the problems faced are common to all) and is facilitated by Dr. Graeme 

Kidd (Medical Counsellor dove house), Tim Hurley (Counsellor Mercy Hospice) and Graham 

Southwell (Psychotherapist dove house). Feedback from the meetings has been positive. One 

attendee said, “There was a palpable atmosphere of comfortable camaraderie and willingness 

to share personal difficulties and problems in common.” A Men’s Group was set up in Wellington 

in September 2011 and is structured on similar lines. Sweet Louise is reviewing the viability of 

establishing a similar group for female partners of women with serious illness. _

SWEET LOUISE EXTENDS SUPPORT TO INCLUDE FAMILIES
WHEN ‘SWEETIE’ MET  
SWEET LOUISE ....
Late May saw the launch of a joint fundraising 
venture between Sweet Louise, dove house (Eastern 
Bays Hospice Trust) and Remuera fashion boutique 
Sweetie...and we need your clothing donations …

The Sweetie boutique (located at 1A St Vincent Ave Remuera, 

www.sweetie.co.nz) is a treasure trove of quality recycled 

designer high-end fashion: clothing, bags, shoes, hats and 

accessories can be found at a fraction of the retail price. Owner 

Tracy Lancaster has joined with Sweet Louise and dove house to 

create a new and exciting 

way for those who sell their 

items through Sweetie to 

support the two charities. 

Here’s how it works. Sweet 

Louise will pick up clothing 

items, accessories and 

jewellery from supporters, 

like you, in the Auckland 

area (or pick up can 

be arranged from other 

regions) who would like to 

donate the proceeds from 

their clothing sales. The very high-end designer labels will be sold 

through Sweetie with 60% of proceeds from sales being donated 

to Sweet Louise and a 33% tax deductible receipt being issued for 

this amount in your name.  The remaining donated items will be 

sold through a joint venture with St Heliers Dove Shop and Sweet 

Louise.

As owner of Sweetie, Tracy loves transforming the lives of women 

by helping them look and feel fabulous. In 2012, Tracy started 

looking for an organisation that helped women in the community 

... and that is how Sweetie met Sweet Louise. 

We offer our sincere thanks to Vicky St John for hosting the 

‘Sweetie Opportunity’ launch event in her lovely home, to  

Mike and Pauline Renwick of The Lighthouse for the champagne, 

and to Tracy Lancaster at Sweetie for helping to make a 

difference in the lives of women living with incurable secondary 

breast cancer. If you would like to support the ‘Sweetie 

Opportunity’ please contact Fundraising Coordinator Jo Varney 

on jo.varney@sweetlouise.co.nz or 027 522 3884. _

Jo Varney, Sue Brewster and Tracy 
Lancaster model some  ‘Sweetie’ 
fashions

We thank the following individuals and businesses for  their wonderful donations to Sweet Louise:

Brett and Sandra Fleetwood of Scorpio Agencies for their annual NZ Textile Fishing 

Competition that raised a record $11,500. A heart-felt thank you to all of the 

participants, sponsors, volunteers and in particular the wonderful folk from Scorpio 

Agencies who organise the event from start to finish. Can’t wait for next year and as 

the old saying goes, “Good things come to those who bait.” 

Nick Smith, Adam Steel and the staff of 

Mitre 10 Mega Manukau for opening 

their hearts and raising over $3,200 from 

their Ladies Night on 4 April. Over 100 

people enjoyed an evening of supplier 

demonstrations, great giveaways and 

goodie bags, spot prizes and an auction 

with some fabulous items going under the 

hammer!

Thank you to John Moore and the team at Craigs Investment Partners who raised a 

fabulous $15,919 from their hair-shaving fundraiser. The Sweet Louise Swim Squad 

raised nearly $10,000 in their swim from Rangitoto to St Heliers. A special thanks to 

Logan Sears, Janet Mikkelsen, Andrew French, George Fowler and Nick Bone for their 

incredible efforts.

Ten Z petrol stations chose Sweet Louise as 
a beneficiary of their Good in the Hood 
programme earlier this year. Sweet Louise was 
awarded donations from the following stations: 
$1383 from Z Pioneer Highway, Palmerston 
North, $900 from Z Mairangi Bay, Z Ellerslie 
donated $471, Z Botany Downs $800, Z High 
Street $770, Z Seaview $1050, Z Crofton $720,  
Z Broadway $840, Z Lakewood Court $1035, and 

Z Harbour City $782. Thank you so much Z and to all of those who voted for Sweet Louise!

Karen Ross’s High Tea in Whitby raised over $1,000 for our Wellington Members! 

Thank you to Carol and Wynne Law for the delicious baking, and to Angela and Pam 

who sold and managed the raffles. 

Mitre 10 Staff and the Sweet Louise Team 
await the Ladies’ Night guests!

Sue Brewster accepts the Z Mairangi 
Bay donation from Z Operations 

Manager Nasir Rahim  



Thank you to all of those people who have made ‘donations in lieu of 

flowers’ to Sweet Louise in memory of Elizabeth Elder and Sue Chambers. _

WE WISH TO THANK THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS  

AND BUSINESSES FOR THEIR ONGOING SPONSORSHIP  

AND FUNDING:

NZBCF

Deutsche Bank

Gen-i

evolu

Roche

Kirkcaldies & Stains

Green Acres

Hire-A-Hubby

BGC

We wish to thank Sir Pat and the late Lady Kay Higgins, and 
Bernard and Sue Higgins for their very generous support of Sweet 
Louise in the Mid Central region.

WE WISH TO THANK THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES FOR THE 

DONATION OF THEIR EXPERTISE, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: 

KPGM 

Bell Gully

Sentra Printing

Unified Brands

Sandfield

Hoyts

Pascoes the Jewellers

Scorpio Agencies Ltd

WE WISH TO THANK THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS, TRUSTS 

AND FOUNDATIONS FOR THEIR ONGOING SUPPORT:

Hugh Green Foundation 

Lion Foundation 

Ted &Mollie Carr Endowment Trust (Guardian Trust)

Sir Ernest Davis Trust (Guardian Trust)

JBS Dudding Trust (Public Trust)

Louisa & Emmett Patrick Murphy Trust (Public Trust)

SKYCITY Auckland Community Trust

Mt Wellington Trust

Rotary Club of Newmarket

A NEW CAR HELPS OUR SUPPORT 
COORDINATORS ‘GO THE DISTANCE’ ...
Sweet Louise were the very fortunate benefactors of a gifted car from the NZ 

Breast Cancer Foundation (NZBCF) in June of this year. The vehicles have 

been very generously donated to NZBCF by Giltrap Toyota and NZBCF are 

primarily gifting them to organisations that serve women in underprivileged 

communities to help improve outcomes from breast cancer. The car received 

by Sweet Louise is on loan for a two year period and will be used to cover 

the large geographical distances that our Auckland Support Coordinators 

travel to provide support to our Sweet Louise Members. _

Sinda Hall and Sue with ‘the car’

IT’S MID-WINTER ... MEMBERS ENJOY HIGH 
TEA, A ‘CHRISTMAS’ LUNCH AND THE 
WARMTH OF FRIENDSHIP 
Members celebrated the Winter Solstice in style this year with 
a fabulous Mid-Winter Christmas lunch (and all the trimmings!) 
and a delightful High Tea.

Ham on the bone, fresh salads, gourmet boiled potatoes all topped off 

with Christmas Pudding ... it was a ‘capital’ lunch indeed for our Wellington 

Members as they gathered to celebrate the Mid-Winter season and the 

warmth of friendship. Support Coordinator Elva Phillips and her team of 

volunteers created a festive atmosphere with Christmas decorations and 

caterers Carol and Wynn Law served up a feast to remember! 

The staff at the Eden Gardens Cafe pulled out all the teapots and fine linen to 

host a delightful ‘spot of High Tea’ for our Auckland Members. Greeted with 

long tables beautifully decorated with flowers and delicate china cups and 

saucers, our Members were offered a selection of fragrant teas, hot coffee 

and a variety of delicious sweet and savoury treats. New Member Linni had 

been looking forward to the tea. “When I arrived everyone was smiling 

and laughing. For the first time, I didn’t need to explain anything because 

everyone understood. It really cheered me up and brightened my day.” _


